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We recently reported a very unusual temperature dependence of the rate of thermal reaction of wild
type bovine rhodopsin: the Arrhenius plot exhibits a sharp “elbow” at 47 °C and, in the upper temperature range, an unexpectedly large activation energy (114 ± 8 kcal/mol) and an enormous prefactor
(1072±5 s 1 ). In this report, we present new measurements and a theoretical model that establish convincingly that this behavior results from a collective, entropy-driven breakup of the rigid hydrogen
bonding networks (HBNs) that hinder the reaction at lower temperatures. For E181Q and S186A,
two rhodopsin mutants that disrupt the HBNs near the binding pocket of the 11-cis retinyl chromophore, we observe significant decreases in the activation energy (∼90 kcal/mol) and prefactor
(∼1060 s 1 ), consistent with the conclusion that the reaction rate is enhanced by breakup of the HBN.
The results provide insights into the molecular mechanism of dim-light vision and eye diseases caused
by inherited mutations in the rhodopsin gene that perturb the HBNs. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4984818]

INTRODUCTION

Rhodopsin is an effective dim-light photoreceptor, in part,
because it is extremely resistant to thermal reaction, i.e., thermal isomerization of the 11-cis retinyl chromophore (illustrated in Fig. 1), which can generate the same physiological
response as photo-isomerization and thereby lead to false signals (dark noise), is exceedingly slow at physiological temperatures.1 Since thermal stability is key to rhodopsin’s function
of dim-light vision, thermal properties of rhodopsin have long
been a subject of interest.2–7 In order to better understand the
factors responsible for rhodopsin’s thermal stability, we previously carried out measurements of the rate of decay as a
function of temperature for wild type (WT) bovine rhodopsin
over the temperature range 37.0 – 64.6 °C. As we reported,8
the resulting Arrhenius plot exhibits a distinct elbow at about
47 °C. In the lower temperature range 37.0–44.5 °C, the Arrhenius parameters were found to be relatively “normal” with
activation energy E a = 22 ± 2 kcal/mol and prefactor Apref
= 109±1 s 1 . Between 52.0 and 64.6 °C, the observed rates
again fit quite well to an Arrhenius straight line, but with a
markedly different slope, resulting in E a = 114 ± 8 kcal/mol
and Apref = 1072±5 s 1 . These results were unexpected. The
barrier along the minimum energy path for a thermal reaction
is expected to be equal to or lower than the minimum energy
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required for photoisomerization, and yet our measured thermal
activation energy of 114 kcal/mol is about twice the photon
energy required to trigger photoisomerization. Moreover, the
prefactor, 1072±5 s 1 , is enormous, more than 40 orders of
magnitude larger than any previously reported prefactor for a
localized unimolecular rate process of which we are aware,
and clearly unrelated to the timescale of atomic motion, typically of order 1013 s 1 . These Arrhenius parameters result
from a fit over a relatively small temperature range (∼12 °C)
and have no meaning when extrapolated beyond this range.
Nevertheless, they signal a transition from a localized reaction
of the retinyl chromophore at lower temperatures to a more
global, collective response involving the surrounding protein and solvent above 52 °C. Structural studies of rhodopsin
have revealed water molecules in the transmembrane domain
that can form an extended hydrogen bonding network (HBN)
with the backbone and polar residues.9–12 In our prior publication, we hypothesized that the barrier to thermal reaction (the free energy of activation) is increased due to this
rigid HBN, thereby impeding isomerization.8 We concluded
that at temperatures between 52.0 and 64.6 °C, approaching
the 68.8 °C melting temperature of WT rhodopsin, the free
energy of activation is reduced by disordering the protein,
i.e., by disrupting the hydrogen bonding networks (HBNs).
This is at the expense of an increased enthalpy of breaking
hydrogen bonds but is compensated by the large entropy of
disorder. The resulting higher enthalpy and entropy of activation are manifested as a high activation energy and prefactor,
respectively.
In this paper, we present new experimental results and a
theoretical model that confirm this picture and place it on a
firm footing. We extend the temperature-dependent rate measurements to two single-site mutants, S186A and E181Q, that
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Materials

Mouse monoclonal 1D4 antibody, specific to the Cterminus of rhodopsin, was purchased from the University of
British Columbia. 1D5 peptide (TETSQVAPA, corresponding
to the last 9 residues of C-terminal) was synthesized by the
Keck Biotechnology Resource Laboratory at Yale University.
All other chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Inc.
Expression and purification of rhodopsin

FIG. 1. QM/MM computational structure of rhodopsin. (a) The QM/MM
optimized structure of rhodopsin containing 37 water molecules. The 11cis-retinyl chromophore is shown as green sticks. (b) Magnification of the
11-cis-retinyl chromophore binding site highlighting residues involved in the
protonated Schiff base hydrogen bond network (dashes). The S186 and E181
sites are altered in the mutations.

Our procedures for preparing rhodopsin can be found in
detail elsewhere.17 Stable cell lines of HEK293S expressing
WT bovine opsin and the E181Q and S186A mutants were
made as described. Rhodopsin samples were purified using
the immunoaffinity method. The rhodopsin samples were then
concentrated to ∼20 µM in 50 mM sodium phosphate (pH 6.5)
and 0.1% n-dodecyl-β-d-maltoside (DDM) (buffer A) for the
experiments.
Sample preparation for D2 O experiments

perturb the hydrogen bonding network in proximity to the
retinal chromophore (see Fig. 1). We find that, while still large,
the Arrhenius parameters for the two mutants in the higher
temperature regime are significantly reduced compared to
those for WT. This supports the hypothesis that the large
observed Arrhenius parameters result, at least in part, from
breaking hydrogen bonds—there are fewer to break in the
mutants. In addition, we find that the reaction rate for WT is
slowed at all temperatures when the solvent water is replaced
by deuterated water, in agreement with the expectation that
deuterium strengthens hydrogen bonds.13
We present below a theoretical model, supported by
quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) calculations,14 that reproduces the observed elbows in the Arrhenius
plots, the deviations between WT and mutants, and the large
activation energies and huge prefactors in the upper temperature range. The model correctly incorporates the dependence
of the thermal rate constants on the differences in reaction
barrier heights for intact and disordered HBNs and on the
enthalpy and entropy of disordering the protein. Furthermore
the model, in concert with our experimental results, provides a quantitative estimate of the enhancement in stability
of rhodopsin provided by the HBN and therefore the contribution of the HBN to achieving the extremely low dark
noise essential for dim-light vision.15 Mutations in rhodopsin
that perturb the HBN can therefore lower the energy barrier
for thermal isomerization, introducing dark noise that jeopardizes dim-light vision.16–18 Over 100 inherited mutations
in the rhodopsin gene have been identified to cause retinitis pigmentosa, a group of degenerative diseases.19 Some
of these mutations indeed have been shown to increase the
rate of thermal isomerization,20–22 likely associated with the
early symptoms of night blindness. Hence, our theoretical
analysis of experimental thermal kinetics of rhodopsin underpins the importance of hydrogen bonding interactions in
dim-light vision and provides a quantitative perspective in
investigating the molecular mechanism of some inherited eye
diseases.

Rhodopsin at ∼0.3 mM in buffer A at a volume of
500 µl was concentrated to 20 µl in a Biomax-30K NMWL
centrifugal tube (0.5 ml, Millipore). After concentration, the
sample was diluted with buffer C (50 mM sodium phosphate in
D2 O, 0.02% DM, pH 6.5) back to ∼0.3 mM and stored in buffer
C overnight. Buffer C contained lower detergent concentration
to account for the increased concentration of detergent after
concentration. The following day, the sample was concentrated
to ∼2.5 mM for the experiments.
Reaction rate measurements

We previously reported that rhodopsin undergoes thermal decay via two pathways: (1) the retinyl chromophore first
isomerizes to form a Meta II-like product and then the protonated Schiff base (PSB) of the all-trans retinyl chromophore
hydrolyzes and (2) the PSB hydrolyzes first resulting in the free
11-cis retinal and then 11-cis retinal isomerizes in the presence
of opsin.18 In this paper, we report only the total rates of thermal decay, and not the branching ratios of the two individual
pathways, which will be examined in a subsequent publication.
We measured the rates of thermal decay of E181Q and S186A
mutants as well as the decay of WT in D2 O (WT-D2 O) by
monitoring the decrease of absorbance at the absorption maximum (508 nm for E181Q and 500 nm for WT, WT-D2 O, and
S186A) at different temperatures. To initiate thermal decay, at
time t = 0 ice-cold concentrated sample was added to a preheated buffer incubated at the desired temperature to a final
concentration around 1 µM. A series of UV-visible absorption spectra were taken at various time points. Examples are
shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(d). Over time, the optical density at
500 nm for WT rhodopsin and S186A (OD500 ) or 508 nm for
E181Q (OD508 ) decreases, indicating the decrease in concentration of dark-state samples. Meanwhile, OD380 increases due
to the formation of free 11-cis retinal, all-trans retinal bound
to opsin, and/or free all-trans retinal. The spectra were normalized to OD280 to account for solvent evaporation and then
to OD500 or OD508 at t = 0. Normalized OD500 or OD508 was
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FIG. 2. Thermal reactions of E181Q,
S186A, WT in H2 O, and WT in D2 O
at 55.0 °C. Time-dependent UV-visible
spectra of thermal decay of (a) WT in
H2 O, (b) S186A, (c) E181Q, and (d) WT
in D2 O. [(e)-(h)] Normalized OD508 or
OD500 plotted as a function of time and
fitted to a single exponential function
(red).

plotted as a function of time and fitted to a single exponential
function to yield the decay times [Figs. 2(e)–2(h)].
Measurements of temperature, enthalpy,
and entropy of melting

Because the proposed mechanism for reaction in the
higher temperature regime involves partial or complete

breakup of the HBN, it is important to measure the enthalpies
and entropies associated with this breakup, i.e., the melting
parameters. Melting curves of dark-state rhodopsin and its
mutants were obtained by circular dichroism spectroscopy described previously.8 Molar ellipticity at 222 nm (θ 222 nm ) was
monitored while the temperature of the sample was increased
at constant rates of 90 °C/h and 120 °C/h. An increase of
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ellipticity reflects disappearance of the α-helix structure, i.e.,
melting. The melting curves were analyzed using the van’t
Hoff equation23 to extract the temperature, T m , enthalpy, ∆H m ,
and entropy, ∆S m , of melting, as described elsewhere.8
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

By repeating the thermal reaction rate experiments at various temperatures, we obtained the Arrhenius plot (Fig. 3) for
the overall thermal decay process of the E181Q and S186A
mutants. For the E181Q mutant, over the temperature range
45-55 °C we fit the Arrhenius plot to a linear function with
R = 0.9708 to yield the y-intercept of 144.4 ± 8.6 and slope of
–(4.90 ± 0.28) × 104 K 1 , from which we obtained the activation energy (E a ) and the prefactor (Apref ) to be 97 ± 15 kcal/mol
and 1062±4 s 1 , respectively. Similarly, the activation energy
for thermal decay of S186A over the temperature range 4555 °C was found to be 96 ± 8 kcal/mol and the prefactor
1063±5 s 1 (Fig. 3). Both of the mutants display lower activation energies and prefactors for thermal decay than does WT
rhodopsin (E a ∼ 114 ± 8 kcal/mol and Apref ∼ 1072±5 s 1 ).8 For
WT, similar activation energies can be extracted from previous data from Hubbard2 and Janz and Farrens.24 For deuterated
WT rhodopsin, the thermal decay rates were found to be about
a factor of 2-3 lower than for normal WT, with E a ∼ 120 ± 5
kcal/mol and Apref ∼ 1076±3 s 1 about the same as in H2 O
within experimental uncertainty.
At lower temperatures, the picture changes dramatically.
For WT, there is a distinct “elbow” in the Arrhenius plot at
46 °C (Fig. 3). Below this temperature, very different and
more normal Arrhenius parameters are extracted, E a ∼ 22 ± 2
kcal/mol and Apref ∼ 109±1 s 1 . This striking non-Arrhenius

FIG. 3. Arrhenius plots obtained from the measured reaction rate constants
of E181Q (pink squares), S186A (cyan diamonds), WT in H2 O (blue dots,
from prior work 8), and WT in D2 O (green triangles). *Data adapted with
permission from Janz and Farrens, Ref. 24.
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behavior is exhibited by the mutants, as well, but the elbow
occurs at lower temperatures, T ∼ 26 °C. For WT in D2 O, the
elbow occurs at about the same temperature as for WT in H2 O.
Also plotted in Fig. 3 are the rates of thermal decay of WT,
E181Q and S186A in the temperature range 37-55 °C that were
measured previously by Janz and Farrens.24 Between 45 and
55 °C, our data agree quite well with those of with Janz and Farrens. For temperatures lower than 45 °C, their data also show
a large change in slope. However, there are discrepancies in
the absolute rates, possibly due to differences in sample preparation and reaction conditions, e.g., different buffer, different
pH, etc.
The degree of melting as a function of temperature, as
monitored by the ellipticity at 222 nm using circular dichroism
spectroscopy, is shown in Fig. 4 for WT-H2 O, S186A, E181Q,
and WT-D2 O and the results are summarized in Table I. The
melting temperature of WT rhodopsin in H2 O reported here is
68.8 ± 0.5 °C, 2 °C lower than our previously reported value,8
which is due to correction of a systematic error in calibration of the temperature control units in two different circular
dichroism spectrometers used for the experiments. Figure 4
shows both mutants have T m about 10 °C lower than that of
WT rhodopsin. For WT-D2 O, we find a melting temperature of

FIG. 4. Measurements of melting temperatures. The ellipticity at 222 nm
(θ222 nm) was monitored by circular dichroism spectroscopy as temperature
was scanned from 40 to 80 °C at a rate of 90 °C/h for WT rhodopsin (green,
from prior work 8), S186A (blue), E181Q (red), and deuterated WT (purple)
in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.5, and 0.1% DDM.
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TABLE I. Melting parameters.

WT
S186A
E181Q

T m (°C)

H m (kcal/mol)

68.8 ± 0.5
58.3 ± 0.4
58.6 ± 0.6

170 ± 20
132 ± 12
128 ± 9

S m (eu)
496 ± 100
398 ± 35
385 ± 29

about 68 °C, essentially the same as that for WT, but our data
for WT-D2 O exhibit significant scatter, so this value is uncertain. The resulting enthalpies, ∆H m , and entropies, ∆S m , of
melting obtained using the van’t Hoff equation are summarized
in Table I.
ANALYSIS

For both S186A and E181Q mutants, the measured
Arrhenius activation energies for thermal decay are about
95 kcal/mol and the prefactors about 1062 s 1 over the temperature range 45–55 °C. As with WT, the activation energies are
much larger than the 60 kcal/mol energy of a ∼500-nm photon, and the prefactors are more than 40 orders of magnitude
larger than can be attributed to the timescale of atomic motion.
Nevertheless, these parameters are significantly lower than the
114 kcal/mol activation energy and 1072 s 1 prefactor we determined previously for WT.8 This provides further evidence that
the underlying mechanism responsible for the very unusual
kinetics of thermal decay of rhodopsin in the higher temperature range involves the breaking of hydrogen bonds; the E181Q
and S186A mutants both exhibit broken hydrogen bonds in the
vicinity of the chromophore (Fig. 1), so further breakup of the
HBN should involve both lower enthalpy and lower entropy.
The observation that deuterated WT, which is expected to
have stronger hydrogen bonds than un-deuterated WT,13 has a
somewhat lower rate of thermal decay than un-deuterated WT
gives further support to the proposed mechanism.
Transition State Theory (TST)25,26 provides a useful
framework for analyzing the unusual reaction rate behavior
we have observed. The TST expression for a unimolecular
chemical reaction rate is
!
∆G‡
kB T
exp *− act +
kR =
h
, kB T !

∆S ‡ 
∆H ‡
kB T
= 
exp * act + exp *− act + ,
(1)
 h
, kB -
, kB T where k R is the first-order rate constant (s 1 ), k B is Boltzmann’s
constant, and h is Planck’s constant. ∆G‡act is the free energy

of activation, i.e., the difference between the free energy of
the transition state and that of the initial reactant state, where
for a system of N degrees of freedom, the transition state is
an N 1 dimensional surface that divides reactant and product
‡
‡
regions in configuration space. Similarly, ∆Hact
and ∆Sact
are
the enthalpy and entropy of activation. Note that the term in
square brackets directly relates the Arrhenius prefactor to the
entropy of activation. Assuming for now that TST is valid for
‡
thermal decay of rhodopsin, we can use Eq. (1) to extract ∆Hact
‡
and ∆Sact
from the measured rate data, as listed in Table II.
‡
‡
Both ∆Hact
and ∆Sact
are significantly lower for the mutants
than for WT: in the temperature range 45–55 °C for S186A,
‡
‡
∆Hact
= 95 ± 8 kcal/mol and ∆Sact
= 229 ± 19 eu; for E181Q,
‡
‡
∆Hact = 96 ± 15 kcal/mol and ∆Sact
= 198 ± 34 eu. For WT at
‡
‡
temperatures 52–65 °C, ∆Hact = 113 ± 8 kcal/mol and ∆Sact
= 274 ± 33 eu. This again suggests that the number of hydrogen bonds broken at the transition state is somewhat less for
the mutants than for WT, in agreement with expectations. As
listed in Table II, for deuterated WT between 52 and 68 °C,
‡
‡
∆Hact
= 119 ± 5 kcal/mol and ∆Sact
= 289 ± 45 eu, about the
same as for WT within experimental error. Note that in all
four systems the entropies of activation are enormous, suggesting that the average number of broken hydrogen bonds or
other intramolecular contacts must be quite high. For comparison, recent determination of the entropies of activation for
isomerization of a series of polyproline peptides range from
8.8 to 9.2 eu,27 so entropies of activation exceeding 200 eu
must involve a concerted breaking of multiple bonds in the
macromolecular structure of rhodopsin.
The underlying picture that emerges is an entropy-driven
enhancement of the reaction rate due to disruption of the
HBN in the higher temperature regimes, T > 50 °C for WT
and T > 40 °C for mutants E181Q and S186A. Below these
temperatures, the HBN remains essentially intact throughout
the course of reaction; the energy that might be gained by
disorder-induced lowering of the reaction barrier is insufficient to overcome the large free energy of breakup of the
HBN. In the upper temperature range with temperatures within
20 °C below the melting temperature, the free energy of
HBN breakup becomes much more modest, with the gain of
entropy nearly balancing the large enthalpy of breaking hydrogen bonds. At these elevated temperatures, the HBN remains
intact in the initial configuration of the reaction—the protein
is still slightly below its melting temperature. However, the
additional energy gained by lowering the reaction barrier is
sufficient to tip the balance at the transition state, resulting in
significant HBN breakup. This requires a large cost in enthalpy

TABLE II. Reaction rate parameters. The temperature used for computing ∆G‡act was taken to be the midpoint of the indicated temperature range.

WT (52-65 °C)
WT (37-45 °C)
WT-D2 O (52-65 °C)
WT-D2 O (37-45 °C)
S186A (45-55 °C)
E181Q (45-55 °C)

Eact (kcal/mol)

Apref (s 1 )

‡
∆Hact
(kcal/mol)

‡
∆Sact
(e.u.)

114 ± 8
22 ± 2
120 ± 5
30 ± 16
96 ± 8
97 ± 15

1072±5
109±1
1076±3
1014±10
1063±5
1062±4

113 ± 8
21 ± 2
119 ± 5
29 ± 16
95 ± 8
96 ± 15

274 ± 33
−15 ± 53
289 ± 45
10 ± 2
229 ± 19
198 ± 34

‡
‡
∆G‡act = ∆Hact
− T ∆Sact
(kcal/mol)

23.0 @ 59 °C
27.5 @ 40 °C
24.3 @ 59 °C
26.8 @ 42 °C
23.2 @ 50 °C
23.9 @ 50 °C
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but is mostly compensated for by the large increase in entropy.
Examples of an enthalpy-entropy “compensation effect” on
reaction rates and on protein-ligand binding have been reported
previously,28,29 although generally in terms of a linear free
energy relationship. An enthalpy-entropy compensation effect
producing a change in slope of an Arrhenius plot due to a phase
transition has also been reported,30 but the resulting elbow was
far less dramatic than that reported here.
We propose a simple model that places this picture on a
more quantitative footing and captures the basic observations.
The underlying assumption of the model is that the environment that surrounds the reacting entity—the HBN and protein
structure—can exist in only two configurations, ordered or
disordered, and that the populations of the two configurations
are in equilibrium at any temperature, T. This assumption
is analogous to the widely invoked 2-state picture of protein folding/unfolding.31 This assumption does not imply that
the reaction path involves only two structures; indeed, the
reactions of rhodopsin are known to involve several intermediates and several pathways. Our model is not inconsistent
with that knowledge, but rather refers to the global environment that surrounds the reacting chromophore. The free
energy of rhodopsin with its surrounding environment, ∆G0 ,
is –k B T times the log of the partition function,32 i.e., the log
of the sum of the Boltzmann weightings for each of the two
configurations,
∆G0 = −kB T ln[1 + exp(− β∆HD + ∆SD /kB )],

(2)

where β = 1/k B T and we have defined the zero of the free
energy to be that of rhodopsin in its ordered configuration,
resulting in its Boltzmann weighting of unity. ∆H D and ∆S D
are, respectively, the enthalpy and entropy of the disordered
configuration relative to those of the ordered configuration.
The transition state theory rate constant depends on the
difference between the free energy of the initial (reactant) state
and the free energy of the system when it is constrained to
be at the N 1 dimensional dividing surface (the transition
state) [Eq. (1)]. Explicit prescription of the multidimensional
transition state dividing surface for this case is essentially
impossible not only because of its high dimensionality but
also because at least two reaction pathways (isomerization and
Schiff base hydrolysis) with possibly multiple intermediates
may be involved. This does not affect the validity of the model.
It is sufficient for the current argument to recognize that an
N 1 dimensional surface that completely separates reactants
from products must always exist, at least in principle. Figure 5
is a schematic two-dimensional view of the extremely high
dimensional potential energy surface. The “Reaction Coordinate” axis portrays the extent of thermal reaction from reactant
to a transition state leading to product. Although various photoproducts (e.g., bathorhodopsin, lumirhodopsin, etc.) in the
photoactivation of rhodopsin have been identified, the reaction
pathway along this reaction coordinate for thermal reactions
remains largely unknown. However, the model remains applicable even if there are multiple barriers and intermediates along
the “Reaction Coordinate” axis, so for simplicity only a single
transition state is shown in Fig. 5. The “Degree of disorder”
axis is a one-dimensional simplification of the huge numbers
of coordinates of the HBN. Motion from bottom to top of the

FIG. 5. 2-state model parameters. The parameters of the 2-state model are
‡
illustrated schematically. ∆HO‡ and ∆SO
are the enthalpy and entropy of acti-

‡
vation when rhodopsin is in its ordered state. ∆HD‡ and ∆SD
are the enthalpy
and entropy of activation when rhodopsin is disordered. ∆H D and ∆S D are the
enthalpy and entropy of transition between the ordered and disordered states.
Because the entropies of activation are expected to be negligible compared to
‡
‡
‡
the entropy of the disordering process, ∆SO
, ∆SD
 ∆SD , we set ∆SO
and
‡
∆SD
to zero in applying the model, reducing the number of parameters to 4.

figure along this axis refers to increasing disorder of the HBN,
from intact at the bottom and completely disordered at the top.
This is the coordinate that is simplified in the model to two
states, ordered and disordered. The two-state assumption does
not bear on the complexity of the reaction along the “Reaction
Coordinate” axis.
Putting aside for now the specific atomic coordinates that
define the dividing surface, we note that the free energy of the
transition state is again given by –k B T times the log of the
sum of the Boltzmann probabilities for each of the two protein
configurations, ordered and disordered,


∆G = −kB T ln e
‡

−β∆HO‡ +

‡
∆S
O
kB

+e


 ∆S‡ +∆SD
−β ∆HD‡ +∆HD + Dk
B


. (3)

∆HO‡ and ∆HD‡ are the enthalpies of the ordered and disordered
configurations, respectively, when constrained to the transition
state dividing surface, relative to those of the unconstrained
ordered and disordered configurations (Fig. 5). Similarly, ∆SO‡
and ∆SD‡ are the entropies of the ordered and disordered configurations, respectively, when constrained to the transition state
dividing surface, relative to those of the unconstrained ordered
and disordered configurations. We now assume for simplicity
that the change of entropy between the initial state and transition state is small when the configuration of the protein is the
same for both states, i.e., when both states are ordered or both
are disordered (∆SO‡ ∼ 0 and ∆SD‡ ∼ 0, Fig. 5). Accordingly, the
dominant entropy change is then driven by transitions between
ordered and disordered configurations, i.e., ∆S D in Fig. 5. This
entropy change can be very large, of course, and underlies
the huge observed Arrhenius parameters. Setting ∆SO‡ = 0 and
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∆SD‡ = 0, Eq. (3) then simplifies to

 ∆S 

‡
−β ∆HD‡ +∆HD + k D
B
.
∆G‡ = −kB T ln e−β∆HO + e

(4)

The model requires that ∆HD‡ <∆HO‡ ; i.e., the barrier to reaction
is lower when rhodopsin is disordered than when it is in the
ordered configuration. This provides a driving force to disorder at the transition state. At a given temperature, this results
in a somewhat higher probability that the protein is disordered
when it is constrained to the transition state compared to when
it is in its unconstrained initial state, a critical ingredient of
the model, as can be seen by comparing Eqs. (2) and (3). We
have carried out QM/MM calculations to identify the transition states for WT and mutants, and to compare the computed
reaction barriers when the HBN is intact versus when hydrogen
bonds are broken. The calculations are based on the two-layer
ONIOM (our own n-layered integrated molecular orbital and
molecular mechanics) scheme,33–36 which has been previously
used for studying related retinal proteins.8,37–43 These calculations provide interesting insights into the reaction pathways,
as will be discussed in a future publication. The QM/MM
results presented here focus on the isomerization pathway
for which the method of identifying the transition state
has already been established.8 More detailed analyses using
QM/MM calculations for both isomerization and hydrolysis
pathways are in progress. Table III summarizes the QM/MM
results that are directly relevant to the 2-state model presented
here.
The QM/MM calculations take into account three models
of the transition state:8 one where the HBN of the minimum energy configuration remains intact, one where hydrogen
bonds in the active site are disrupted, and a third where the
hydrogen bonds of all water molecules in the system are disrupted. To simulate the disruption of the HBN near the active
site, the MM charges of the water molecules and their hydrogen bonding partners (shown as sticks in Fig. 1) were zeroed,
and the geometry was re-optimized. The atomic charges were
subsequently restored, and the energy of the transition state
was recomputed to obtain the barrier height. As explained in
previous studies,8 the reaction barrier determined from the
QM/MM models can be partitioned into the retinal isomerization barrier (the QM barrier) and the energy required to break
hydrogen bonds. As can be seen from Table III, the energy of
the transition state barrier relative to that of the initial state is
lowered significantly in all cases when some or all hydrogen
bonds are broken, supporting the conclusion that ∆HD‡ <∆HO‡ .
Comparison of transition state structures indicates that disrupting the hydrogen bond between the protonated Schiff base and
E113 carboxylate leads to an enhanced inductive electron withdrawing effect that could increase the resonance stabilization
TABLE III. QM barriers (in kcal/mol) for the isomerization process.

HBN intact
HBN partially broken
HBN broken

WT

S186A

E181Q

41
27
28

39
27
28

42
26
27

of the charge transfer transition state.44–47 This effect may contribute, in part, to the lower reaction barrier of the transition
state when the HBN becomes disrupted at higher temperatures. However, a more detailed analysis of contributions to
the lower reaction barrier will be discussed in a subsequent
publication.
The rate constant is given by Eq. (1), using the free energy
of activation, ∆G‡act , obtained by subtracting Eq. (4) from Eq.
(2). The resulting Arrhenius activation energy is
∂ ln (kR )
∂β
 ‡
 −β ∆H ‡ +∆H −∆H ‡  + ∆SD
‡
D
kB
D
O
∆H
+
∆H
−
∆H
D
1
D
O e
= +

 ‡
∆S
β
−β ∆HD +∆HD −∆HO‡ + k D
B
1+e

Ea = −

∆HD e

−β∆HD +

∆SD
kB

.
∆S
−β∆HD + k D
B
1+e
The Arrhenius prefactor is given by
!
f
g
kB T
Apref =
exp β(Ea − ∆G‡act ) .
h
−

(5)

(6)

The model invokes 4 parameters. ∆H D and ∆S D of disorder
and the enthalpies of the ordered configuration, ∆HO‡ , and
disordered configuration, ∆HD‡ , when constrained to the transition state, relative to those of the corresponding initial states,
i.e., the reaction barriers when ordered and disordered (see
Fig. 5).
Figure 6(a) shows the natural log of our measured rate
constants (s 1 ) as a function of inverse temperature for WT,
WT-D2 O, and both mutants. The solid curves are the best fits to
the model [Eqs. (5) and (6)]. For WT, the values of all 4 parameters were optimized (Table IV). For the other 3 cases, the
reaction barrier when the protein is disordered, ∆HD‡ , was set
to the same value as for WT because ∆HD‡ , the reaction barrier
when rhodopsin is disordered, should be essentially independent of whether or not the ordered state contains changes in
the HBN.
Figure 6(a) demonstrates that the model does successfully
encompass the major experimental trends. The change in the
reaction pathway from an ordered to disordered transition state
is reproduced, as indicated by the elbow at low temperature. At
temperatures above the elbow, the calculated Arrhenius curves
bend sharply upward, resulting in very high activation energies and prefactors. The values of the optimized parameters
are given in Table IV. By comparison of the reaction barriers for ordered and disordered configurations, ∆HO‡ and ∆HD‡ ,
we conclude that the rigid HBN network stabilizes the protein
against reaction by about 5-7 kcal/mol. The enthalpies of disorder are similar for WT and WT-D2 O, as are the entropies
of disorder, ∆H D ≈ 112 kcal/mol and ∆S D ≈ 330 eu. In contrast, these quantities are much smaller for the mutants, ∆H D
≈ 66 kcal/mol and ∆S D ≈ 200 eu. The difference of about 46
kcal/mol in the enthalpy of disorder between WT and mutants
is much larger than the energy required to break the 2 or 3
hydrogen bonds that are disrupted in the mutants. This is further evidence that the HBN breakup is a concerted process
involving many bonds, and suggests that this concerted action
can be facilitated by initially breaking only a few bonds. The
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FIG. 6. (a) Fitting of Arrhenius plots of E181Q (pink squares), S186A (cyan
diamonds), WT in H2 O (blue circles), and WT in D2 O (green triangles) to
the model using experimentally measured data as shown in Table IV. (b)
Calculated curves of Arrhenius plots of E181Q (pink squares), S186A (cyan
diamonds), and WT in D2 O (green triangles) by holding ∆HD‡ as 21.7 kcal/mol
(Table IV) and setting ∆H D and ∆S D equal to the melting parameters (Table I).

optimized values of the enthalpies and entropies of disorder
(Table IV) are in all cases significantly lower than the corresponding enthalpies and entropies of melting determined by
circular dichroism spectroscopy (Table I).
TABLE IV. Best fit parameters of the 2-state model.
∆HD (kcal/mol) ∆SD (eu) ∆HD‡ (kcal/mol) ∆HO‡ (kcal/mol)
WT (H2 O)
WT (D2 O)
E181Q
S186A

114 ± 18
110 ± 11
63.0 ± 5.0
69.9 ± 10.6

338 ± 57
323 ± 34
189 ± 16
212 ± 33

21.7 ± 0.8
21.7
21.7
21.7

26.9 ± 0.2
26.8 ± 0.1
27.6 ± 0.2
28.2 ± 0.6

Figure 6(b) is the same as Fig. 6(a) but with the parameters
not optimized. Rather, the parameters were chosen as follows
in Fig. 6(b). The enthalpies and entropies of disorder were
taken to be equal to the enthalpies and entropies of melting
from Table I; ∆H D = ∆H M and ∆S D = ∆S M . This corresponds
to the unnecessary assumption that disorder is complete, i.e.,
the disordered state is completely melted. Therefore, these
values of ∆H D and ∆S D can be considered upper limits, consistent with the lower values for these parameters obtained from
fitting, Fig. 6(a) and Table IV. For Fig. 6(b), the reaction barrier for the disordered melted state for both WT and mutants
was taken from an extrapolation of a prior measurement of
the thermal rate of isomerization of 11-cis retinyl protonated
Schiff base in solution, ∆HD‡ = 20.6 kcal/mol.48 For WT the
final parameter, the reaction barrier at low temperature, was
taken from our low temperature measurements, ∆HO‡ = 27.5
kcal/mol. Similarly, for the mutants we obtain an estimate of
∆HO‡ = 40 kcal/mol from our low temperature data. A WT-D2 O
curve is not included in Fig. 6(b) due to the uncertainty in our
experimental melting parameters for WT-D2 O.
The curves shown in Fig. 6(b), although certainly not in
quantitative agreement with the experimental points, do support the underlying mechanism that at higher temperatures the
reaction is promoted by an entropy-driven disordering of the
protein. Distinct elbows in the Arrhenius curves are exhibited
and, in the higher temperature regime, the shift between WT
and mutant curves is reproduced almost quantitatively. This
shift arises because the mutants have a lower temperature onset
of disorder (melting) than WT, i.e., the higher temperature
behavior is driven by HBN breakup.
The temperature dependent rate constants computed from
the model with parameters ∆H D and ∆S D taken to be the
enthalpies and entropies of melting, as shown in Fig. 6(b), do
not fit the experimental rates accurately. This is to be expected;
employing the melting parameters corresponds to the assumption that in the high temperature regime the transition state
is completely melted, an extreme limit. With this choice of
parameters, it is to be expected that the calculated activation
energy and prefactor will be greater than the measured values, as we find. For WT, using the melting parameters in the
model produces an activation energy of 190 kcal/mol and a
prefactor of 10102 s 1 , compared to the experimental values of
114 kcal/mol and 1072 s 1 . These discrepancies result from the
oversimplified nature of the model—the assumption that the
HBN is either completely intact or completely destroyed—
and may well signal that only partial melting or incomplete
breakup of the HBN is required to sufficiently enhance the
thermal reaction rate. It may also be that onset of disorder in
the vicinity of the retinal chromophore may not be the same as
the more global loss of helical content, as measured by circular
dichroism spectroscopy in our melting experiments. Furthermore, the assumption of the model that rhodopsin can exist
in only two states, completely ordered and completely disordered, is surely an over-simplification, neglecting the reality of
partial disorder that may increase continuously with increasing
temperature. Finally, the underlying equilibration assumption
of transition state theory may not be completely fulfilled, possibly requiring inclusion of Kramers25,49 or “recrossing”25,26
corrections. TST gives an upper limit to the true equilibrium
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reaction rate. For cases such as the current one that exhibit
high reaction barriers, ∆G‡act  kB T , the dominant temperature
dependence invariably arises from the exp(−∆G‡act /kB T ) term
in the rate expression. Introducing Kramers diffusion terms
or more sophisticated multidimensional recrossing corrections
may modify the rate significantly, perhaps by a few orders of
magnitude, but are very unlikely to alter the underlying picture
exhibiting Arrhenius prefactors of order 1060 –1072 s 1 .
DISCUSSION

Through measurements of the rates of thermal decay of the
rhodopsin mutants S186A and E181Q, with the aid of atomistic
QM/MM calculations and a 2-state rate model, we have confirmed and quantified the contribution of the rigid HBN to the
thermal stability of rhodopsin. Our observation that the activation energies and prefactors for thermal decay of the mutants
are lower than those for WT, scaling approximately with the
lower enthalpies and entropies of melting, strongly implicates
the breaking of hydrogen bonds in the reaction pathway in the
higher temperature regime. The picture that emerges is as follows: At low temperatures (below 45 °C for WT), the HBN is
intact both for the reactant and the transition state. The reaction pathway does not stray far from the minimum energy
path, resulting in “normal” activation energy and prefactor.
For temperatures above the melting temperature (68.8 °C for
WT) for which both the reactant state and transition state are
disordered, there should again be a relatively small change in
entropy upon reaching the transition state. While the thermal
reaction rates above the melting temperature cannot be measured by our methods, we predict they would exhibit normal
Arrhenius parameters because the reaction can be hypothetically considered as thermal isomerization of 11-cis retinal
protonated Schiff base covalently attached to denatured opsin
protein, but with a somewhat lower barrier than at low temperatures when the HBN impedes the reaction. In the intermediate
regime (45–65 °C for WT, 40-55 °C for mutants), the transition state exhibits far more disorder than the initial state,
driven by the disorder-induced lowering of the reaction barrier.
This produces the very large activation energies and prefactors measured in this temperature range and is consistent with
the reduction of these parameters for the mutants for which
some hydrogen bonds are missing. This represents a very compelling example of the role of entropy on chemical reaction
rates.
The two reactions that contribute to the overall thermal
decay of rhodopsin, 11-cis-to-trans isomerization and Schiff
base hydrolysis of the retinyl chromophore,16–18 are quite
localized processes in which only a relatively few atoms play a
major role. The prefactors of order 1060 –1072 s 1 that we have
observed are enormous, totally unprecedented for a localized
chemical change. There are not enough degrees of freedom
in a localized chemical reaction to produce the huge entropy
change between the initial state and transition state. However,
our results show that, in the higher range of temperatures, the
thermal decay of rhodopsin is no longer a localized process; the
local transformation of the chromophore drives a global disordering of the surrounding protein necessarily involving large
numbers of atoms. Large prefactors for concerted motions of
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large systems are not unprecedented. A number of direct or
indirect observations of very large Arrhenius prefactors for
rates of protein unfolding/denaturation have been reported,50
even some exceeding 1072 s 1 .51 Interesting issues that remain
to be understood for rhodopsin are how a localized motion
of the chromophore can trigger widespread disorder, and the
extent and nature of this disorder. The difficulty is that the
process is driven by an extraordinarily high entropy of activation and, therefore, an extraordinarily large number of atomic
arrangements and pathways must be involved. This precludes
the possibility of uncovering any particular broken hydrogen
bonds, chromophore rearrangements, etc., that may initiate the
process. It is risky to even speculate how a localized transformation such as cis-trans isomerization can induce a global
breakup of the hydrogen bonding network. As extraordinary
as this may appear, the experimental and theoretical results
presented here are convincing.
We conclude that the rigid HBN contributes significantly
to the thermal stability of rhodopsin, 5-7 kcal/mol, and thereby
to reducing dark noise and enhancing sensitivity of light detection for dim-light vision. The HBN may also play a role in
eye diseases. For example, some of the point mutations in the
rhodopsin gene that are associated with retinitis pigmentosa, an
early symptom of which can be night blindness, are expected
to break hydrogen bonds and have been shown to increase the
thermal rate of isomerization.20–22,52–54
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